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The Sensitivity of Ice Cloud Optical and
Microphysical Passive Satellite Retrievals

to Cloud Geometrical Thickness
Gang Hong, Ping Yang, Hung-Lung Huang, Bryan A. Baum, Yongxiang Hu, and Steven Platnick

Abstract—Most satellite-based ice cloud retrieval algorithms
rely on precomputed lookup libraries for inferring the ice cloud
optical thickness (τ ) and effective particle size (De). However,
this retrieval methodology does not account for the case where
cloud geometrical thickness may vary by several kilometers. In
this paper, we investigate the effect of the ice cloud geometrical
thickness on the retrieval of τ and De for algorithms using the
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer infrared (IR)
bands at 8.5 and 11 µm (or 12 µm) or solar bands at 0.65 and
1.64 µm (or 2.13 µm). We use a rigorous radiative transfer
package to simulate the IR brightness temperatures and solar
reflectances, assuming that the ice cloud top height is fixed at 12
or 15 km with a variation of cloud geometrical thickness from 0.5
to 5 km. The simulated brightness temperatures and reflectances
are then used to investigate the errors of cloud τ and De inferred
from the precomputed lookup tables developed with a specific geo-
metrical thickness. It is found that the retrieval errors in τ and De

increase with increasing τ for the IR and solar methods. In both
cases, cloud τ and De may be underestimated and overestimated,
respectively, if the effect of the cloud geometrical thickness is not
taken into account. The effect of the cloud geometrical thickness
on the retrieval of cloud optical and microphysical properties is
much larger for the IR algorithm than for the solar-band-based
algorithm. This paper demonstrates that the inclusion of the
information about the cloud geometrical thickness may improve
the accuracy of the retrieval of the cloud properties on the basis of
the precomputed lookup libraries.

Index Terms—Geometrical thickness, ice cloud, Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), remote sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

I CE CLOUDS are ubiquitous [1]–[4] and play an important
role in the climate system through their effects on the radia-

tion budget [5]. Currently, ice clouds are a source of substantial
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uncertainties in satellite and modeling studies [1], [6]–[10],
and several field campaigns (see e.g., [11] and [12]) were
dedicated to a better understanding of the ice cloud’s properties.
The effects of ice clouds on climate are highly sensitive to
the optical and microphysical properties of these clouds [6].
Baker [13] found that variations of ice cloud amount can lead
to differences of up to 17 W · m−2 in the globally averaged
radiation flux entering or leaving the terrestrial atmosphere.

The optical and microphysical properties of ice clouds can
be inferred from the solar reflectance measurements in visible
through midwave infrared spectral bands [9], [14]–[19]. In
general, the spectral bands centered at 1.6, 2.1, and 3.7 µm
are sensitive to the cloud effective particle size (De), whereas
the nearly nonabsorbing bands centered at 0.65, 0.86, and
1.2 µm are primarily sensitive to the cloud optical thickness
(τ). A combination of two bands with significantly different
cloud particle absorption can be used to simultaneously retrieve
cloud τ and De [15], [16], [18]. In addition to solar-reflectance
algorithms, infrared (IR) bands at 8.5, 11, and 12 µm are
often used and have the advantage of being independent of
solar illumination. Stubenrauch et al. [20] and Rädel et al.
[21] retrieved the cirrus cloud De using the difference of cirrus
spectral emissivities at the 8- and 11-µm wavelengths. The split
window bands (11 and 12 µm) have also been used to estimate
τ and De for cirrus and contrail [7], [22]–[25]. These retrieval
algorithms are essentially based on the precomputed lookup ta-
bles of reflectances or brightness temperatures. Specially, cirrus
τ and De are determined by searching the tables for entries
that minimize the difference in comparison with measurements
[16], [20], [25], [26].

Extensive sensitivity studies have been carried out to
understand the limitations of the retrieval techniques and the
assumptions inherent to the methods [15]–[17], [20]–[29].
However, little effort has been carried out to understand the
uncertainties pertaining to the cloud geometrical thickness.
Rädel et al. [21] showed that the effect of the cloud geometrical
thickness on De retrieved from the 8- and 11-µm bands is on the
order of a few percent with the maximum error of 10% when the
cirrus geometrical thickness varies between 1 and 2 km. Using
35-GHz radar observations over the U.S. DOE Atmospheric
Radiation Measurement Program’s Southern Great Plains site,
Luo et al. [30] found that the cirrus geometrical thickness can
be up to 8 km. The intent of this paper is to understand the
uncertainties in the retrieval of cirrus τ and De, pertaining to
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the neglect of the geometrical thickness of the clouds in the
retrieval.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the radiative transfer model used in this paper for
simulating the IR brightness temperatures and the bidirectional
reflectances. The effect of the cloud geometrical thickness
on the simulated brightness temperatures and bidirectional
reflectances is discussed in Section III. Section IV presents
an error analysis regarding the effect of the cloud geometrical
thickness on the retrieval of τ and De. Conclusions are given in
Section V.

II. DATA AND RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODELS

In this paper, we consider three IR bands centered at 8.5,
11, and 12 µm and three solar bands centered at 0.65, 1.64,
and 2.13 µm. The single-scattering properties of individual
ice particles are taken from [31] and [32] for the solar bands
and the IR bands, respectively. An ice cloud is assumed to
consist of 50% bullet rosettes, 25% hexagonal plates, and 25%
hollow columns for small ice particles when the maximum
dimensions of the ice particles are smaller than 70 µm, and
30% aggregates, 30% bullet rosettes, 20% hexagonal plates,
and 20% hollow columns when the maximum dimensions of
the ice particles are larger than 70 µm, following the studies
in [9] and [32]–[35]. To compute the bulk single-scattering
properties of the ice clouds, we use the size distributions
compiled by Fu [36] and Mitchell et al. [37].

The optical thicknesses for each layer in a clear-sky at-
mosphere are computed with a set of correlated k-distribution
routines developed to account for the atmospheric molecular
absorption. The correlated k-distribution routines have been
tailored specifically to the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spec-
troradiometer (MODIS) bands used in this paper [9], [33],
[38], [39]. The tropical standard atmosphere vertical profiles
of temperature, pressure, water vapor, and ozone are used
in the correlated k-distribution calculations. The profiles of
other trace gases are assumed to have constant mixing ra-
tios at each level. The atmosphere is divided into 100 layers
from the surface to 100 km and with a vertical resolution of
0.5 km below 30 km. The cloud temperature is assumed to be
the same as the atmospheric temperature at the corresponding
level; surface temperature is set equal to the lowest atmospheric
layer. The surface emissivity is assumed to be 0.98 for the IR
bands, whereas the surface albedo is assumed to be 0.2 for the
solar bands.

A single-layered ice cloud with a cloud top of 12 or 15 km
and a constant De is used for the present sensitivity study.
The geometrical thickness of the cloud is assumed to be 0.5,
1, 3, or 5 km. Furthermore, we assume that τ varies from
0 to 80 and that De interpolated on the basis of the size
distributions compiled by Fu [36] and Mitchell et al. [37]
varies from 8 to 96 µm. The IR brightness temperatures at the
top of atmosphere (TOA) are computed for a nadir-viewing
geometry (satellite zenith angle θ = 0◦). For simulating the
bidirectional reflectances, the solar zenith angle θ0, satellite
zenith angle θ, and relative azimuth angle φ are set to 30◦,
0◦, and 90◦, respectively. The brightness temperatures at 8.5,

11, and 12 µm and the reflectance functions at 0.65, 1.64,
and 2.13 µm are calculated at the top of the atmosphere
using the discrete ordinates radiative transfer model (DISORT)
code [40].

III. EFFECT OF CLOUD GEOMETRICAL THICKNESS ON

BRIGHTNESS TEMPERATURES AND REFLECTANCES

Fig. 1 shows the effect of cloud geometrical thickness on the
simulated brightness temperatures at 8.5, 11, and 12 µm for an
optically thick ice cloud (τ = 10) with a fixed cloud top height
of 12 or 15 km above the surface. For reference, we use the
simulated results associated with a cloud geometrical thickness
of 0.5 km. The effect of cloud geometrical thickness on the
brightness temperatures is indicated by the relative changes
in brightness temperatures (∆T/T ) for the simulated results
assuming geometrical thicknesses of 1, 3, and 5 km with respect
to the reference cloud geometrical thickness of 0.5 km. The
results are similar for all the bands (Fig. 1), but the influence
is stronger for the 8.5- and 11-µm bands than for the 12-µm
band. The cloud top height has a weak influence on ∆T/T .
When the cloud geometrical thickness is small (1 km), the effect
of the cloud geometrical thickness is independent of De. For the
8.5- and 11-µm bands, the effect of cloud geometrical thick-
ness reaches its asymptotic value with respect to the increase
of De.

Fig. 2 shows ∆T/T for a cloud for which De is fixed at
56 µm and τ varies from 0 to 80. The effect of the cloud
geometrical thickness on the brightness temperatures depends
strongly on τ . The largest effect is observed when τ ranges be-
tween 5 and 9 for all the bands. When τ < 5, ∆T/T increases
sharply with decreasing τ . When τ > 5, ∆T/T decreases with
increasing τ . Again, the cloud top height has a weak influence
on ∆T/T .

The effects of the cloud geometrical thickness on the bidirec-
tional reflectances at the 0.65-, 1.64-, and 2.13-µm bands are in-
vestigated in the same way as in the case of the IR bands. Fig. 3
shows the relative changes (∆R/R) in reflectance differences
as functions of De when τ = 10. The bidirectional reflectances
for the three bands have similar features. ∆R/R increases with
increasing cloud geometrical thickness. The influence of the
cloud geometrical thickness at the 0.65-µm band has a weaker
dependence on De in comparison with the 1.64- and 2.13-µm
bands. The effect in the 1.64-µm band is approximately two
times larger than for the 2.13-µm band. The variations in cloud
top height have a stronger influence on ∆R/R for the 1.64-µm
band than for the 0.65- and 2.13-µm bands.

Fig. 4 shows the effect of the cloud geometrical thickness
on the bidirectional reflectances as functions of τ when De =
56 µm. Similar to the results shown in Fig. 3, the influence on
the reflectances increases with the geometrical thickness. The
1.64- and 2.13-µm reflectances have similar features, although
the influence of the geometrical thickness for the 1.64-µm band
is approximately two times larger than for the 2.13-µm band
when τ is smaller than 10 [Fig. 4(b) and (c)]. As τ increases,
the relative changes in reflectances at the 0.65-µm band in-
crease and approach an asymptotic value. Different from the
0.65-µm band, the relative changes in reflectances for the
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Fig. 1. Relative changes in brightness temperatures (∆T/T ) computed with
respect to a reference cloud geometrical thickness of 0.5 km. Cloud optical
thickness is fixed at 10 km and cloud top height is fixed at 12 or 15 km,
respectively.

1.64- and 2.13-µm bands first increase sharply for small τ
values, then decrease sharply for τ in the range of 5–30 and,
eventually, reach an asymptotic value that is different from that
of the reference case [Fig. 4(b) and (c)]. Similar to the case in
Fig. 3, the effect of the cloud top height on ∆R/R is stronger
for the 1.64-µm band than for the 0.65- and 2.13-µm bands.

Fig. 2. Same as in Fig. 1, except that the effect of cloud geometrical thickness
as a function of optical thickness is shown.

IV. EFFECT OF CLOUD GEOMETRICAL THICKNESS

ON THE RETRIEVAL OF τ AND De

To understand how the variations in the cloud geometrical
thickness affect the retrieval of De and τ , precomputed lookup
tables are derived for the IR bands at 8.5 and 11 µm and
the solar bands at 0.65 and 1.64 µm. Simulations for an ice
cloud with a geometrical thickness of 0.5 km and a cloud top
height at 12 or 15 km are carried out to develop the lookup
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Fig. 3. Relative changes in bidirectional reflectances (∆R/R) computed with
respect to a reference cloud geometrical thickness of 0.5 km. Cloud optical
thickness is fixed at 10 km and cloud top height is fixed at 12 or 15 km,
respectively.

tables. Based on these calculations for a reference cloud, Fig. 5
shows the simulated brightness temperatures at 8.5 and 11 µm
[Fig. 5(a)] and the bidirectional reflectances at the 0.65- and
1.64-µm bands [Fig. 5(b)]. The lookup tables with a cloud top
height at 12 or 15 km have similar features; therefore, here,
only the lookup tables with a cloud top height at 12 km are
shown. To show the effect of the cloud geometrical thickness
on the retrieval of τ and De, the lookup tables for an ice
cloud with a geometrical thickness of 5 km are also shown
in comparison with the lookup tables for the ice cloud with

Fig. 4. Same as in Fig. 3, except that the effect of cloud geometrical thickness
as a function of optical thickness is shown.

the reference geometrical thickness of 0.5 km. Since the IR
brightness temperatures are insensitive to τ when its value is
larger than approximately 10 [41], the present sensitivity study
focuses on the case of τ < 10. The retrievals based on the IR
band lookup tables are influenced more by the variations in ice
cloud geometrical thickness [Fig. 5(a)] than are those for the
solar bands [Fig. 5(b)].

The retrieval of τ and De using the two IR bands [Fig. 5(a)]
is equivalent to minimizing the error χ2 defined as

χ2 =
[
T s

8 (θ) − T t
8(τ,De; θ)

]2 +
[
T s

11(θ) − T t
11(τ,De; θ)

]2

(1)
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Fig. 5. (a) Relationship between the brightness temperature difference be-
tween 8.5 and 11 µm and the brightness temperature at 8.5 µm for various
values of ice cloud optical thickness and effective particle size when θ = 0◦.
(b) The relationship between the reflectance function at 0.65 and 1.64 µm for
various values of ice cloud optical thickness and effective particle size when
θ0 = 30◦, θ = 0◦, and φ = 90◦. Ice cloud top height is fixed at 12 km. Ice
cloud geometrical thickness is set to be 0.5 km for a reference and 5.0 km,
respectively.

where T s
8 and T s

11 are the simulated brightness temperatures
at the 8.5- and 11.0-µm bands, respectively; T t

8 and T t
11 are

the brightness temperatures in the lookup tables. The satellite
viewing angle θ is 0◦ (i.e., at nadir). From this minimization
procedure, the retrieved τ and De can be obtained.

Similar radiative transfer calculations are carried out for an
ice cloud with a cloud top height at 12 or 15 km but with
geometrical thicknesses of 1, 3, and 5 km. These simulated
values are used in turn to infer ice cloud τ and De based on
the lookup table for the reference cloud with a geometrical
thickness of 0.5 km. The relative error of the retrieval is defined
as the ratio of the retrieval difference (i.e., the retrieved values
minus the true values) to the true value. Fig. 6 shows the relative
retrieval errors as a function of τ for De values of 16, 56,
and 96 µm. Note that τ is plotted in a logarithmic scale to
better delineate the differences when τ is small. An increase
in cloud geometrical thickness leads to an underestimation in
the retrieved τ . Retrieval errors increase for a given τ as the

Fig. 6. Relative error ∆τ(%) in the retrieved optical thickness for three
values of ice cloud geometrical thicknesses (1, 3, and 5 km) based on the IR
simulations shown in Fig. 5(a).

cloud geometrical thickness increases. A general result is that
the retrieval errors for τ seem to be independent of De.

The relative errors for the retrieved De as a function of cloud
reference De and for τ of 0.1, 1, or 10 using the IR bands are
shown in Fig. 7. The increase of cloud geometrical thickness
leads to an overestimation in the retrieved cloud De. Moreover,
the errors increase with increasing cloud geometrical thickness.
The largest errors occur for the largest values of τ . When τ is
small (< 1), the errors slightly vary with cloud De. However,
when τ is large (> 1), the errors depend strongly on De. Both
the relative retrieval errors of τ and De are sensitive to the cloud
top height (Figs. 6 and 7).
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Fig. 7. Relative error ∆De(%) in the retrieved particle effective size for three
ice cloud geometrical thicknesses (1, 3, and 5 km) based on the IR simulations
shown in Fig. 5(a).

Similar to (1), the retrieval of τ and De from the lookup
tables for the solar bands is equivalent to minimizing the error
χ2 defined as follows (see, e.g., [15]–[17]):

χ2 =
[
lnRs

0.65(θ0, θ, φ) − lnRt
0.65(τ,De; θ0, θ, φ)

]2

+
[
lnRs

1.64(θ0, θ, φ) − lnRt
1.64(τ,De; θ0, θ, φ)

]2
(2)

where Rs
0.65 and Rs

1.64 are the simulated bidirectional re-
flectances at the 0.65- and 1.64-µm bands, respectively, and
Rt

0.65 and Rt
1.64 are the bidirectional reflectances in the pre-

calculated lookup table for ice clouds with a cloud geometrical
thickness of 0.5 km and a cloud top height of 12 km. The
present retrieval is carried out with θ0 = 30◦, θ = 0◦, and φ =
90◦. The retrieved τ and De can then be obtained from the
preceding minimization procedure.

Similar to the case for the IR-based retrieval, the relative
errors in τ and De obtained on the basis of the solar bands are
used to indicate the influence of the cloud geometrical thickness
on the retrievals. The relative retrieval errors as a function
of cloud reference τ are investigated (figure not shown). The
errors in retrieved τ (less than 2%) are much smaller than
their counterparts for the IR algorithm. An increase in cloud
geometrical thickness results in a slight underestimation of the
retrieved τ . Retrieval error increases with cloud geometrical
thickness. The largest errors occur for large τ and small De.
The sensitivity of errors to cloud top heights is very weak. The
relative retrieval errors of De as a function of cloud reference
De were also investigated (figure not shown). The errors are
negligible except for very small values of De.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we investigate the effect of the ice cloud
geometrical thickness on the retrieval of τ and De on the
basis of algorithms using IR bands centered at 8.5 and 11 µm
(or 12 µm) and solar bands centered at 0.65 and 1.64 µm
(or 2.13 µm). We use the DISORT, a database of the ice
cloud bulk single-scattering properties, and the correlated k-
distribution routines for atmospheric gaseous absorption to
simulate the IR brightness temperatures at 8.5, 11, and 12 µm
and the solar reflectance functions at 0.65, 1.64, and 2.13 µm.
In these simulations, the ice cloud top height is fixed at 12 or
15 km, but the cloud geometrical thickness varies from 0.5 to
5 km. The present simulations are carried out with θ = 0◦ for
the IR bands and θ0 = 30◦, θ = 0◦, and φ = 90◦ for the solar
bands, respectively. The simulated brightness temperatures and
reflectances are subsequently used to investigate the errors
in the ice cloud τ and De retrieved from the precalculated
lookup tables that assume a specific geometrical thickness
(0.5 km). The variation of cloud geometrical thickness results
in differences in the simulated brightness temperatures and
bidirectional reflectances that in turn influence the retrievals.
The effect of cloud geometrical thickness depends strongly
on cloud τ for the IR retrieval, which, however, depends
slightly on cloud De. The largest influence of cloud geometrical
thickness is observed when τ is around 5 for the IR bands.
In the nonabsorbing 0.65-µm band, the effect of the cloud
geometrical thickness on reflectance increases with increasing
τ and decreasing De. For the particle-absorbing bands (1.64 and
2.13 µm), the largest impact on the observed reflectance occurs
when both τ and De are small.

Using the simulated results with a cloud geometrical thick-
ness of 0.5 km as a reference, we developed lookup tables
for inferring ice cloud τ and De using an 8.5- and 11-µm
IR algorithm, and 0.65- and 1.64-µm solar reflectance algo-
rithm. The lookup tables are then used for retrievals from the
simulated IR brightness temperatures and solar bidirectional
reflectances for cloud geometrical thicknesses of 1, 3, and 5 km.
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Fig. 8. (a) Atmospheric path absorption from the TOA to cloud base, and the
ice particle absorption (1–ω) varying with ice particle effective size (De) for
(b) IR and (c) solar bands.

The retrieval errors generally increase with increasing τ
with the exception being the retrieval of De from the solar
bands. The effect of cloud geometrical thickness on retrievals
is much stronger for the IR bands than for the solar bands.
The retrieval errors increase with increasing cloud geometrical
thickness. Moreover, the increase of cloud geometrical thick-
ness leads to an underestimation of τ and an overestimation of
De for the methods based on both IR and solar bands.

The effect of the ice cloud geometrical thickness on the
retrieval of ice cloud optical thickness and effective particle size

stems from the combination of atmospheric gaseous absorption
and ice particle absorption. Fig. 8(a) shows the atmospheric
path absorption from the TOA to 12, 11, 9, and 7 km (cloud
geometrical thickness equal to 0, 1, 3, and 5 km). Fig. 8(b)
and (c) shows the ice particle absorption 1-ω (ω is the single-
scattering albedo) for the ice particle size distributions in a
range of 8–96 µm [36], [37].

With neither atmospheric gaseous absorption nor ice particle
absorption, the variation of the ice cloud geometrical thickness
would not affect the radiances at TOA for either IR or solar
bands. Also, if there was no atmospheric gaseous absorption
and the cloud temperature was constant, the variation of the ice
cloud geometrical thicknesses would not affect the TOA radi-
ances. However, the temperature does vary within ice clouds,
especially those of significant vertical extent. Thus, the TOA
radiances change with the vertical cloud profile even if there
is no atmospheric gaseous absorption. For IR bands, both the
atmospheric gaseous absorption and ice particle absorption are
strong [Fig. 8(a) and (c)]. This is the reason that the retrievals
of ice cloud optical thickness and particle effective size are
influenced more by the changes in cloud geometrical thickness
(Figs. 6 and 7). The ice particle absorption for the solar bands
is much weaker than that for the IR bands. The atmospheric
path absorption [Fig. 8(a)] at 1.64- and 2.13-µm bands is much
weaker than for the IR bands. The 0.65-µm band has similar
atmospheric path absorption as the 12-µm band, but it has
nearly no ice particle absorption. Therefore, for the solar bands,
the ice cloud geometrical thickness has a weak influence on
the retrieval of the ice cloud optical thickness and particle
effective size.

Cloud geometrical thickness can be inferred from satellite
measurements of the cloud reflectance in the oxygen A-band
[42]–[44] and solar reflection at 0.94-µm water vapor ab-
sorption band [45]. These methods based on solar reflection
work only in the daytime. We intend to further explore the
effect of the cloud geometrical thickness using active sensors
such as lidar and radar. Techniques based on lidar have been
used to estimate the cloud geometrical thicknesses with cloud
τ less than two (see, e.g., [46]). Cloud radars can provide
the vertical structure of clouds (see, e.g., [47]). The Cloud-
Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation
(CALIPSO), CloudSat, and Aqua satellites included in the
NASA A-Train satellite constellation separately fly within
about 1 min of each other. The radar measurements from
CloudSat and the lidar measurements from CALIPSO can
provide cloud geometrical thicknesses of ice clouds, which can
be used for the retrieval of ice cloud τ and De using the IR
or solar bands from the AIRS and MODIS aboard the Aqua
platform.
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